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I received The Losing Role, by Steve Anderson, as a review copy

submitted to “Red Adept Reviews” by the author.

Description (from Amazon.com):

In the last winter of WWII a failed German actor, Max Kaspar, is

forced to join an absurdly desperate secret mission in which he must impersonate

an enemy American officer. So Max cooks up his own fanatical plan — he’ll use his

false identity to escape tyranny and war and flee to the America he’d once

abandoned.

The Losing Role is based on an actual false flag operation during 1944′s Battle of

the Bulge that’s been made infamous in legend but in reality was a doomed farce.

In all the tragic details and with some dark humor, this is the story of an aspiring

talent who got in over his head and tried to break free.

Overall: 5 stars

Plot/Storyline: 5 stars

Historical fiction, especially military fiction, is one of my favorite genres. The

Losing Role was based on an actual event during World War II, the Battle of the

Bulge. In December 1944, German armored infantry forces attacked the American

lines over a broad front in Belgium and Luxembourg. One of the lesser known

elements of that battle was a “false flag” operation planned by the infamous SS Lt.

Colonel Otto Skorzeny, whereby English-speaking German soldiers wearing

American uniforms infiltrated American lines and attempted to create chaos and

mayhem, and to secure several of the Meuse River bridges.

In the story, Max Kaspar, a German soldier on the Eastern Front, was one of

those recruited for “Operation Greif,” the false flag operation. Kaspar was then

taken to a German army base, where he and others were trained for the mission.

Their training included a brief–and frightening–stay in a POW camp to find out if

they could fool captured American GIs.
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I really enjoyed this novel. There was a lot of suspenseful action as the battle raged

in the Ardennes while the Greif team members went about their deadly business. I

found myself caring about Kaspar and wanting to find out what happened to him.

The ending was a bit of a surprise to me, but in hindsight, it made sense and was

very satisfying.

At the end of the book was an Author’s Note that added some factual material

about the Ardennes battles and Operation Greif. Interestingly, although some

movies have played up the success of the operation, historically, the operation was

largely a failure and had no real impact on the outcome of the battle.

Characters: 5 stars

The fictional Max Kaspar’s life story was told through a series of flashbacks. Born

in Germany, his family had immigrated to the United States. Kaspar ended up in

New York City trying to make a go of it in entertainment. Unsuccessful in this

endeavor, he returned to Germany in 1939, just before the onset of war in

Europe. Eventually, he was drafted and found himself in Russia fighting to survive.

It was here that Kaspar was recruited for Operation Greif.

Max Kaspar was a fascinating character. The author did a fine job of threading his

backstory throughout the novel, gradually revealing what made Kaspar tick. Torn

between his native Germany and his adopted America, he made the difficult

decision to use the Greif mission as an opportunity to defect to the Americans,

but that turned out to be far more difficult and dangerous than he imagined.

Kaspar was a likeable and sympathetic character. His natural sense of humor was

challenged by the hardships he experienced in both peacetime America and

wartime Germany. In American, Kaspar was a failed entertainer despite his many

talents. After returning to Germany, he experienced success, but at a great price

when his beloved girlfriend Liselotte was killed in a bombing raid.

Kaspar’s Grief team members were interesting in their own right. Their

relationships and team dynamics were a big part of the story.

Writing style: 5 stars

The Losing Role was a perfect combination of plot-driven action and character

study. The writing was very tight with no wasted words, and the dialogues were

realistic. It was obvious that the author did a lot of research into the Battle of the

Bulge and the military tactics and weaponry of that era, resulting in a story that

was very realistic.

Editing: 4 3/4 stars

The editing was nearly perfect, with very few typos. There was only one obvious

factual error in the story, where one of the characters sees a German buzz bomb

flying overhead and erroneously calls it a V-2 rocket (the jet-powered buzz bomb

was actually a V-1, a predecessor of the modern cruise missile).

The Losing Role has 3,047 Kindle locations (199 pages). I recommend the book to

any reader who enjoys historical fiction.
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***********************************

From the author, Steve Anderson:

How did you come up with the title?

 

The main character, Max Kaspar, is a German actor who tried making it in

America but made the tragic choice of returning to Germany in the late 1930s. By

the time the book begins, late in WWII, Max has been drafted and forced to go on

a senseless secret mission in which he has to play an enemy American officer. So

there you have it — not a great situation to be in. 

 

How long have you been writing?

 

I’ve been writing fiction for almost fifteen years, but much of the early writing was

just learning how to do it. I thought I was going to become a history professor, so

I had to un-learn a lot of what I was doing. 

 

What authors have inspired you?

 

It varies. I’d say anyone from John Steinbeck to Patricia Highsmith, Graham

Greene to John Le Carré. Martin Cruz Smith. Alan Furst for the historical detail.

Charles McCarry for the craft. Elmore Leonard for the humor. I admire James Lee

Burke for his writing but also because I read once that he went nine years without

finding a publisher, and just kept on writing and perfecting his storytelling. There

are more, of course. 

 

Where did you get the idea for the novel?

 

I read an article that gave the real story behind a so-called infamous secret mission

the Germans’ devised for the Battle of the Bulge in late 1944, whereby English-

speaking German soldiers impersonated American units behind the lines and were

supposed to wreak havoc. In legend it was a frightening and deadly ploy. But the

reality was totally different. Many could barely speak English and the few who

could well had been waiters, dancers, writers, and students and were far from

ideal soldiers let alone crack terrorists. The whole operation was pretty much a

disaster. Something about the absurdity of it all appealed to me. It’s definitely not a

war or military novel in the traditional sense, but more of a character-driven noir

thriller.

 

Who is your favorite character?

 

Max Kaspar, definitely. I’m always drawn to characters who are stuck between

two worlds and in over their heads with a plan that’s doomed to fail, but they stick

with it anyway. That would be Max, for sure. 

 

Biographical Information

 

I’m also the author of False Refuge and Besserwisser: A Novel, and live with my wife
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If you enjoyed this article, please consider sharing it!

      

René in my hometown of Portland, Ore. There’s more on my site:

www.stephenfanderson.com.

 

The Losing Role, by Steve Anderson

 
 

4 Responses to the losing role, by steve
anderson

Steve Anderson says:
July 29, 2011 at 11:20 am

Thanks for the nice review, Mr. Chambers. I’m glad you enjoyed it. And
good catch about the V-1 rocket — you know your stuff!

Best,
Steve

REPLY

Jim Chambers says:
July 29, 2011 at 9:04 pm

You’re welcome, Steve. I’m almost old enough to actually remember
WWII. “The Losing Role” was a welcome addition to my WWII
collection.

REPLY

Susan Jane says:
August 2, 2011 at 12:48 am

This is a wonderful review and really makes one want to buy the book.
I’m surprised that I never knew this part of history. Thank you Steve
Anderson!

REPLY

Steve Anderson says:
August 13, 2011 at 8:05 pm

You’re welcome, Susan. Glad to see that you’re intrigued. I like to
cover those stories that weren’t really what they seem from the
history books.
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